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#ProblemSolvingOnline

Problem Solving
● In the past, teacher shared notes and a formula, students copy and 

practice

● Peter Liljedahl - majority of students just copy teacher or other 
behaviours, only 20% are engaged in thinking and reasoning

● Graham Fletcher - learn math to solve problems or solve problems to 
learn math (Facilitating Rich Math Tasks Remotely)

● Kyle Pearce & Jon Orr - Math Moments That Matter (spark curiosity, 
fuel sense making, ignite teacher moves)

● We want

○ students who can think critically and creatively, problem solve

○ students who are engaged

https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E

http://www.peterliljedahl.com/wp-content/uploads/PME-2013-Studenting-2.pdf
https://page.stenhouse.com/fletcher-virtual-math-webinar?hsCtaTracking=6d00cbbe-b807-4067-82be-a550bb966ca0%7C59b175f7-396d-47b9-abbe-68b68b796c72
https://makemathmoments.com/
https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E


#ProblemSolvingOnline

3-Act Tasks and 5 Practices
● 3 Act Tasks

○ show students part of a situation, have them pose questions 
about the situation, select a question, have students make an 
estimate

○ give students more information so they can solve

○ consolidate and connect problem solving strategies

● Rich Tasks - opportunities to think, multiple entry points, low floor-high 
ceiling

● Promote engagement, growth mindset, and mathematical mindset

● 5 Practices (Margaret S. Smith, Mary Kay Stein) - (goal), anticipate, 
monitor, select, sequence, connect

https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E

https://www.nctm.org/Publications/Mathematics-Teaching-in-Middle-School/Blog/Promoting-Growth-Mindset-with-3-Act-Math/
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/growth-mindset/
https://www.nctm.org/Publications/Mathematics-Teacher/2018/Vol111/Issue5/Using-the-5-Practices-in-Mathematics-Teaching/
https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E


#ProblemSolvingOnline

Online Adaptations
● Synchronous vs asynchronous learning

● Wait time

● Feedback - hints, prompts

● Connections and class discussions 

● Sources of 3-Act Tasks

○ Graham Fletcher

○ Robert Kaplinsky

○ Dan Meyer

https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E

https://gfletchy.com/3-act-lessons/
http://robertkaplinsky.com/lessons/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jXSt_CoDzyDFeJimZxnhgwOVsWkTQEsfqouLWNNC6Z4/edit?usp=sharing
https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E


#ProblemSolvingOnline

Examples of 3-Act Tasks Online

https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E

https://bit.ly/2Q26P4E


Fast 
Clapping



Act 1 - VIDEO

Graham Fletcher - The Clapper
9

https://gfletchy.com/3-act-lessons/
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1eUXLNGUpKBT9pFKy93l9Igmhak7cbjTE/view


Act 1 - 
Instructions

ACT 1 - Fast Clapping
View the video clip.
- What do you notice? What do you see? 
- What do you wonder? What questions do you have?
Provide answers in the chat.

10



ACT 1
What Do You Notice?

What Do You Wonder?

What Do You Notice?
What Do You See?

What Do You Wonder?  
What Questions Do You Have?

11



Act 1 - 
Instructions

ACT 1 - Fast Clapping
I wonder how fast he can clap in 1 minute?
In the chat…
- Provide an estimate that is too high
- Provide an estimate that is too low

12



Act 1 Student Responses
How Many Times Do You Think 

He Can Clap in 1 Minute?

An Estimate That Is Too Low An Estimate That Is Too High

 Estimate    # of Students

13

Estimate   # of Students



Act 2 - 
Instructions

ACT 2 - Fast Clapping
More information 
is provided.
(Graham Fletcher)

Determine how fast he can clap in 1 minute and 
describe your solution in the chat.14

https://e2t2dwn1mz-flywheel.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/screen-shot-2015-02-13-at-2-25-15-pm.png


Act 2 - 
How Would You Like to Show Your Answer?

15

Number Lines FractionsDigital Notepad Take a Photo 
or Screenshot 
of Your Work

https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-line/
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/fractions/
https://mathclips.ca/swfPlayer.html?swfURL=tools/Notepad1.swf&title=Notepad
https://mathclips.ca/swfPlayer.html?swfURL=tools/Notepad1.swf&title=Notepad
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-line/
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/fractions/


12.703 sec - 4.709 sec = 7.994 seconds of fast clapping

60 sec ÷ 7.994 sec = 7.505

107 claps x 7.505 = 803 claps in 1 minute



Time (seconds) Number of Claps

12.703 107

25.406 214

38.109 321

50.812 428

63.515 535
He clapped 535 times in 63.515 seconds (about 1 minute).



12.703 - 4.709 = 7.994 seconds of fast clapping

107 claps ÷ 7.994 seconds = about 13 claps per second

60 seconds = 1 minute

13 claps x 60 = 780 claps per minute



He clapped for about 12.7 seconds - 4.7 seconds = 8 seconds

In about 8 seconds, he clapped 107 times.

c = # of claps in one minute

c/107 = 60/8

c = 60/8 x 107 = 802.5 times



Which strategy was the same as yours (A,B,C, or D)?
Don’t worry about the exact answer.  Look for the way the problem was solved.

Then choose a strategy (A,B,C, or D) that was different from yours.
Explain how your solution and the different solution are similar.

Use the template

Act 3 - Connect 
and Consolidate
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My Strategy Was (A,B,C, or D): _________

I knew this was my strategy because...

Instead of ‘My Strategy’, I could also have used Strategy (A,B,C, or D): 
______ (Please choose one of the other three strategies)

I know this other strategy works because…

This strategy is similar to mine because...

Use pictures or tools to help you explain if needed. 
Create an additional slide if you need more space.
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My Strategy Was (A,B,C, or D): C
In my strategy, I took the answer 107 and I divide it by how much 
seconds he had clap fast for. Which it had equal to about 13 claps 
a second, so I know that 1 min equals to 60 seconds. So finally I 
decided to divide the number 60 of seconds by how much claps 
he had clapped in a second, which was 13 and it had give me the 
answer 780. 

Other Strategy (A,B,C, or D): A
This strategy is similar to mine because it also had to know how 
much seconds are in one min. It also had to take how many times 
he can clap in about 12 seconds, and it also had to divide how 
fast he had clapped for as well. Also the answer for this the 
solution on answer A are quite similar to my answer that I had 
gotten for how I have solved it. 

Student Exemplars



Naming the Strategies We Used:

Proportion

Ratio Table 

Unit Rate

Algebraic 
Expression



12.703 sec - 4.709 sec = 7.994 seconds of fast clapping

60 sec ÷ 7.994 sec = 7.505

107 claps x 7.505 = 803 claps in 1 minute

Proportion



Time (seconds) Number of Claps

12.703 107

25.406 214

38.109 321

50.812 428

63.515 535
He clapped 535 times in 63.515 seconds (about 1 minute).

Ratio Table 



12.703 - 4.709 = 7.994 seconds of fast clapping

107 claps ÷ 7.994 seconds = about 13 claps per second

60 seconds = 1 minute

13 claps x 60 = 780 claps per minute

Unit Rate



He clapped for about 12.7 seconds - 4.7 seconds = 8 seconds

In about 8 seconds, he clapped 107 times.

c = # of claps in one minute

c/107 = 60/8

c = 60/8 x 107 = 802.5 times

Algebraic Expression
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1mm7hWYpcDSq_9j5I1ldagx5H6oZ0dEzg/view


#ProblemSolvingOnline

Goal Setting and Anticipating
● GOAL SETTING USING CURRICULUM

○ (2005) Grade 7 NSN OV 3 demonstrate an understanding of 
proportional relationships using percent, ratio, and rate.

○ (2020) Grade 6 B2.12 solve problems involving ratios, including 
percents and rates, using appropriate tools and strategies

○ (2020) Grade 7 B2.10 identify proportional and non-proportional 
situations and apply proportional reasoning to solve problems

● ANTICIPATING

○ Select a problem and solve it in as many ways as you think 
students might think of



#ProblemSolvingOnline

Hooking Students
● Show a clip of a situation

○ engages students

○ enough information to get students thinking without telling them 
how to solve it

● Video clip is short and can be viewed multiple times by students if 
needed



Thumbs 
On Fire



Thumbs on Fire - Graham Fletcher

32

Act 1 - VIDEO

https://gfletchy.com/3-act-lessons/
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1eDRTqe6ARVuC_0ZB0TNxE6Qa0lxfZczL/view


Act 1 - Student Instructions
Thumbs On Fire

View the video clip.
- What do you notice? What do you see? 
- What do you wonder? What questions do you have?

Write your ideas.

I wonder how many seconds it will take to complete the 
text message?  
- Write an estimate that is too high.
- Write an estimate that is too low.

You can view the video again.

Add your answers.

33



Act 1 Student Survey

34



Act 1 Student Survey

35



Act 1 Student Responses
What Do You Notice?

What Do You Wonder?

What Do You Notice?
What Do You See?

What Do You Wonder?  
What Questions Do You 

Have?

36



Act 1 Student Responses
How Many Seconds Do You Think 

It Will Take to Complete the Text Message?

An Estimate That Is Too Low An Estimate That Is Too 
High

        

37

Estimate    # of Students



Act 2 - Student Instructions
Thumbs On Fire

Re-watch the video clip.

Look at the tables to see what our class noticed, 
wondered, and estimated about the video clip.

.

Using the new information about the video clip, 
solve how long it will take to type the text 
message.

Add your answer to student response slide.

38



Act 2
Information You Might Need to Know

39

World record time:  20.53 seconds

Time passed in video:  5.01 seconds

Percent complete:  26.75 %

Number of letters completed:  42 letters



Which strategy was the same as yours (A,B,C, or D)?
Don’t worry about the exact answer.  Look for the way the problem was solved.

Then choose a strategy (A,B,C, or D) that was different from yours.
Explain how your solution and the different solution are similar.

Use the template

Act 3 - Connect 
and Consolidate



In the 5.01 seconds of the video, the text is 26.75% complete.

Divide 100 / 26.75 to get 3.74

Since the video is 5.01 seconds long, multiply 3.74 x 5.01 = 18.74

18.74 is how long it took to copy that text.

According to the information provided, this time of 18.74 is faster 
than the world record holder of 20.53 seconds.



Time (seconds) Percent % Letters

 5.01 26.75 42

10.02 53.50 84

20.04 107 168

It doesn’t add up to 100%, so the time would most likely be less than 
20.04, which beats the world record.



% complete is 26.75%

Seconds passed is 5.01 seconds

Letters 42

26.75% / 5.01 seconds = 5.34% / second

5.34% x 18.9 = 101%

5.34% x 18.8 = 100.4 (rounded to nearest tenth)

5.34% x 18.7 = 99.9 (rounded to the nearest tenth)

5.34% x 18.7 = 100% (rounded)

1 second x 18.7 = 18.7 seconds
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I got the number 6 because
There was 6 lines in the 
video 
 



 time   is  5.01sec =  x
percent     26.75     100

100 x 5.01 = 501

501 / 26.75 = 18.73 sec
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My Strategy Was (A,B,C, or D): _________

I knew this was my strategy because...

Instead of ‘My Strategy’, I could also have used Strategy (A,B,C, 
or D): ______
(Please choose one of the other three strategies)

I know this other strategy works because…

This strategy is similar to mine because...

Use pictures or tools to help you explain if needed. 
Create an additional slide if you need more space.



Act 3 - Student Instructions
Thumbs On Fire - Reflection

Review your “connection” response to the problem:  
How many seconds will it take to complete the text 
message?

Look at the next slides to see some other connections 
that were made by your classmates.

Review the strategies used to solve the problem.

Play the full video to find out what really happened.

Complete and submit the survey.

47
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My Strategy Was (A,B,C, or D): B

I knew this was my strategy because it also took the number of 
seconds of the video, which was about 5 seconds, and it also took the 
number of letters that was completed in the video, which was 42 and 
it kinda add them together and also kept adding up the seconds as 
the typing goes and gets the answer of about 20 seconds. 

Instead of ‘My Strategy’, I could also have used Strategy (A,B,C, or 
D): D
(Please choose one of the other three strategies)

I know this other strategy works because it also had to take the 
number 5 of how many second the video was, and also took the 
number of percent which was 26,75 and also divide to a pretty similar 
answer 

This strategy is similar to mine because it took the number 5 and the 
number 26, 75 to solve the equation and it pretty much got like almost 
the same answer as how mine did 

Compare B to D
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My Strategy Was (A,B,C, or D):  
Was B because I knew that he had finished 26.75% of his messsage 
which is close to quarter of his message so I timed 5.1 by 4

I knew this was my strategy because…
My dad told me to try to estimate. 

Instead of ‘My Strategy’, I could also have used Strategy (A,B,C, or D): 
______
(Please choose one of the other three strategies)
I could choose A
I know this other strategy works because… 
It breaks it down into smaller units

This strategy is similar to mine becausbre...It breaks it down like I tried 
to break it down

Compare B to A*



Strategies We Used:

Proportion

Ratio Table 

Unit Rate

Algebraic 
Expression



In the 5.01 seconds of the video, the text is 26.75% complete.

Divide 100 / 26.75 to get 3.74

Since the video is 5.01 seconds long, multiply 3.74 x 5.01 = 18.74

18.74 is how long it took to copy that text.

According to the information provided, this time of 18.74 is faster 
than the world record holder of 20.53 seconds.

Proportion



Ratio Table 

Time (seconds) Percent % Letters

 5.01 26.75 42

10.02 53.50 84

20.04 107 168

It doesn’t add up to 100%, so the time would most likely be less than 
20.04, which beats the world record.



% complete is 26.75%

Seconds passed is 5.01 seconds

Letters 42

26.75% / 5.01 seconds = 5.34% / second

5.34% x 18.9 = 101%

5.34% x 18.8 = 100.4 (rounded to nearest tenth)

5.34% x 18.7 = 99.9 (rounded to the nearest tenth)

5.34% x 18.7 = 100% (rounded)

1 second x 18.7 = 18.7 seconds

Unit Rate



Unit Rate

I got the number 6 because
There was 6 lines in the 
video 
 



 time   is  5.01sec =  x
percent     26.75     100

100 x 5.01 = 501

501 / 26.75 = 18.73 sec

Algebraic Expression



Thumbs on Fire - Video
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1sLVZRwl9h49RSKvUCbEV_6GsGsG31K_f/view


Act 3 Student Survey

57



Act 3 Student Survey 
Continued

58



#ProblemSolvingOnline

Assessment



#ProblemSolvingOnline

Assessment
● Link to curriculum before begin

○ (2005) Grade 7 NSN OV 3 demonstrate an understanding of 
proportional relationships using percent, ratio, and rate.

○ (2020) Grade 6 B2.12 solve problems involving ratios, including 
percents and rates, using appropriate tools and strategies

○ (2020) Grade 7 B2.10 identify proportional and non-proportional 
situations and apply proportional reasoning to solve problems



#ProblemSolvingOnline

Final Thoughts


